Synopsis
Soul Sucker is an augmented reality app that tracks individuals and ground plans for the purpose of collecting peoples souls in order get
different hell beast with different soul sucking capabilities.
New Games, soul purchasing and soul uploading is done from the reaper portal. Players will call the reaper and select the option they
want. Once a player feels satisfied with the amount of souls they hold the player will then feed the souls to the Reaper. If the Reaper is
satisfied with the amount of souls he collected, he will unlock more hell beasts the player can summon. The Reaper is also the link to
purchase souls for fast hell beast collecting.
All hell beasts and the Reaper can be summoned through the slide menu access from the hamburger menu button on the bottom right.

Gameplay Sample
Here you can see a spawned demon suck the soul light out a person and the soul gets added to the counter.

Logos and Idents
Soul Sucker main logo variation
Full logo, features both the Soul Sucker letters and the
pitchfork. This should be used with the #CF274A red
whenever possible to officially represent the game.
#CF274A Red Rounded
#CF274A Red Square
White-on-black Square
Black-on-white Square 5px border per 100px
No rounded courners for black and white

Soul Sucker
When using the Soul Sucker letters, no rounded corners
should be present.
#CF274A Red
White-on-black Square
Black-on-white Square 5px border per 100px

34% of sq.

45
Our drop shadow is made up from a
transparent gradient from 70% grey on white
or 70% white on black to 0% opacity laid on
the the bottom of the S from the South west
line and doesn't overlap outside of the S bottom.

Pitchfork is 5 SS’s high
from the middle fork
top to bottom.

SS Should be placed at the
center of the Pitchfork.

Pitch Devil

Sample Poses

Primary Brand Colors

RGB 207 39 74
CMYK 13 98 68 2
HEX #CF274A

RGB 248 159 77
CMYK 0 45 78 0
HEX #F89F4D

Secondary Colors

Secondary colors for UI/UX design

RGB 243 110 57
CMYK 0 71 86 0
HEX #F36E39

RGB 239 70 72
CMYK 0 88 73 0
HEX #EF4648

TYPOGRAPHY
Our primary typeface for any web materials is
Open Sans Condensed Light. We use the
Regular weight for standard copy and the
Open Sans Condensed for any web heading.

WEB HEADINGS

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
PARAGRAPH TEXT

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq
Rr Ss Tt Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890

